Begin with four shuttles or needle tatters do what you do. Each pair of two shuttles is would CTM, do not cut the thread between the shuttles.

Fold both threads in half and put a loop of both threads through the jewelry finding. Put all four shuttles through the loop making a larks head knot.

Two threads are the core, and the other two threads are the working threads, one on each side of the core.

Make two macramé square knots around the core threads by laying one thread over the core, and then lay the other thread over the first thread, under the core threads and the first thread, then over the first thread. Tighten carefully. FIRST HALF OF THE SQUARE KNOT MADE.

Using the same first thread, lay it over the core threads in the other direction, and then continue as in the first half of the knot. SQUARE KNOT COMPLETED.

Small ring on each side: Ring (6 – 4) Do front side back side tatting if you want the rings to look the same.

Make two macramé square knots as before.

Large ring on each side: Ring 5 + 5 – 2 – 2 – 5 – 5 ) the middle picot is slightly larger. Do front side back side tatting if you want the rings to look the same.

Two macramé square knots as before.

Two small rings: Ring ( 4 + 6 ) Do front side back side tatting if you want the rings to look the same.

Two macramé square knots as before.

Chain 5 – 5 turn
Two rings: Ring ( 4 + 6 ) Do not RW
Chain 5 +
Switch shuttles
Chain 5 – 5
Cross the working shuttles and then Chain 5 Turn
Work each side individually with front side - back side tatting, or normal tatting if you don’t mind one side looking different from the other.

* 
Ring ( 5 + 4 – 4 – 5 ) turn Chain 2 turn 
Ring ( 5 + 5 – 5 – 5 ) turn 
Chain 2 turn 
Ring ( 5 + 4 – 4 – 5 ) turn 
Chain 5 – 5 on one side and Chain 5 + 5 on the other side. Turn *

Ring ( 5 + 5 – 5 – 5 )

Repeat between ** 
+ switch shuttles 
Chain 5 Turn 

Small rings ( 6 – 4 ) turn 

Chain 5 – 5 turn 

Two rings, one on each side: Ring ( 5 + 5 – 2 – 2 – 5 – 5 ) 

Two macramé square knots around the center two threads. 

Two rings, one on each side: ( 5 + 4 – 2 – 2 – 4 – 3 ) 

Two macramé square knots 

Split ring ( 3 + 5 – 2 / 5 ) 

Three Split rings ( 2 + 5 – 2 / 5 ) 

Ring ( 2 + 10 )

Attach jewelry finding using a jump ring.

Tie, Hide, and then cut the ends close to the work.